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Abstract: Study objective — To evaluate how morphological features of intervertebral disc would affect the outcomes of finite element
modeling of axial load in the cervical spine, C3-C5, in order to predict the risk of occurrence and course of dorsopathies.
Material and Methods — Three-dimensional models of the cervical spine vertebrae were generated from the computed tomography data
of a volunteer (24 years old male without detected pathology of his neck). Intervertebral disc models were developed in two
configurations. For each model, we performed a finite element investigation of the stress-strain state with the same loading conditions.
The load-displacement curves were compared with the experimental data generated from the results of previously conducted in vitro
experiments.
Results — The maximum and mean displacement values for the isotropic model were 1.15 mm and 0.73±0.45 mm, respectively. For
anisotropic model, maximum and mean displacement values were 0.86 mm and 0.47±0.24 mm, correspondingly. Predicted displacement
values for both models matched the experimental data fairly well. Stress profiles of intervertebral discs and stress diagrams of facet joints
were calculated.
Conclusion — The proposed geometric and constitutive configurations of the intervertebral disc take into account specific morphological
features at low computational costs, thereby facilitating the modeling of degenerative disc changes.
Keywords: intervertebral disc, cervical, stress-strain analysis, Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden model.
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Introduction
Rationale
The intervertebral disc (IVD) is a complex fibrocartilaginous
structure with morphological features largely specifying the
biomechanics of the musculoskeletal system in its norm and
pathology. Morphological changes in IVD caused by its
degeneration form dorsopathy of pathogenetic types [1] leading to
a decrease in the patient quality of life and performance. The
extent of dorsopathy prevalence in the population makes it the
most common cause of disability worldwide [2]. In this regard, the
study of IVD morphology impact on musculoskeletal system
biomechanics is an imperative task.

One of the tools for studying the IVD morphology impact on
the musculoskeletal system biomechanics is quantitative analysis
via the finite element method (FEM) [3]. In vivo imaging
techniques (CT, MRI, laser scanning, optical measurement
methods, etc. [4, 5]), along with in silico quantitative analysis allow
modeling nonlinear geometric shapes, relationships and functions
of biological objects, which facilitates studying normal
biomechanics, pathogenesis of musculoskeletal system diseases
and dorsopathy, predicting risks, and planning surgical
interventions [6, 7]. However, to date, there are no conventionally
accepted standards for in silico modeling of the musculoskeletal
system, owing to variability of its form and content [8].
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Figure 1. Finite element model of C4.
1 – superior articular surface of the facet joint; 2 – inferior articular surface
of the facet joint; 3 – cortical structure; 4 – trabecular structure.
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inferior), which in turn are connected to the osseous endplates.
Despite the determinism of the musculoskeletal system structure
on a macro level, there is no consensus regarding the constitution
of the model among in silico studies. For example, in studies [911], two components of the cervical spine were modeled, AF and
NP. In studies [12-14], three components were modeled: AF, NP,
and osseous/cartilaginous endplate. The review [4] mentioned a
number of publications, in which four components of the cervical
spine were modeled.
Let us contemplate some ultrastructural organization aspects
of IVD components. AF is an IVD part consisting of annular plates
(lamellae), in which orderly organized nanoscale fibers
(ultrastructural elements) are enclosed [15].
The AF lamellae are arranged concentrically around NP, and
are connected by translamellar cross-bridges. The structure of
these bridges was proposed in studies [16, 17]. Disney et al.
analyzed the interlamellar interaction by synchrotron tomography
and established that there was no slipping between the lamellae
during compression, which was provided by the presence of
translamellar cross-bridges consisting of collagen fibers. In the
study by Holzapfel et al. [15], a single lamella was assumed an
elementary structural unit of AF, since it exhibited specific
biomechanical properties provided by the orientation of fibers.
In silico studies of IVD may involve various approaches to AF
modeling. Most often, AF was represented as an isotropic matrix,
in which fibers of two families were immersed: those with
persistent positive and persistent negative spatial orientations [13,
14], or as an isotropic matrix with membrane elements embedded
in it [10, 19]. In many studies, multicomponent models of
materials were used for AF modeling [20, 21], in particular, the
Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden (HGO) model [22]. Employing the latter
model was justified by previously conducted in silico studies [23],
demonstrating that AF modeling with isotropic linear elastic matrix
and collagen fibers, immersed in it, was causing uncharacteristic
deformations in the posterior part of the IVD.

Figure 2. Finite element model of IVD (first configuration).
1 – superior cartilaginous endplate; 2 – NP; 3 – AF; 4 – inferior cartilaginous
endplate.

In silico IVD analysis
IVD is conventionally a structure consisting of the central
nucleus pulposus (NP) and the annulus fibrosus (AF) surrounding
it, located between two cartilaginous endplates (superior and

Figure 3. Finite element model of IVD (second configuration).
1 – superior cartilaginous endplate; 2 – NP; 3 – outer anterior AF segment;
4 – outer posterior AF segment; 5 – inner anterior AF segment; 6 – inner
posterior AF segment; 7 – inferior cartilaginous endplate.
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Figure 4. Spatial orientation of collagen fibers in IVD.

Table 1. Mechanical characteristics of anatomical structures for all
simulated segments
Young’s modulus: Poisson’s Type of the Published
Anatomical structure
E (MPa)
Ratio
element
source
Cortical bone
12000
0.3
C3D4
[30]
Trabecular bone
100
0.2
C3D4
[30]
Articular cartilage
10.4
0.4
C3D4
[31]
Cartilaginous endplate
24
0.4
C3D8
Table 2. Coefficients of the linear model
Young’s modulus: E Poisson’s Type of the
Segment
(MPa)
Ratio
element
Lamellae of annulus fibrosus
8.4
0.45
C3D4
Nucleus pulposus
1
0.499
C3D4
Table 3. Coefficients in HGO model of the material for annulus fibrosus
C10 D k1 k k Type of the Published
Structure
Model
2
element source
MPa MPa
Lamellae
of Holzapfel0.1 0 1.8 11 0.113 C3D4H
[20]
annulus fibrosus Gasser-Ogden
Table 4. Coefficients in Mooney-Rivlin model of the material for nucleus
pulposus
C01
C10 D Type of the Published
Structure
Model
1
element
source
MPa
MPa
Nucleus
Mooney0.12
0.03
0
C3D4H
[29]
pulposus
Rivlin

NP is a gel-like substance with an unevenly distributed
ultrastructural organization. The strands of collagen and elastin in
the central part of the nucleus intertwine and branch off
randomly, even though to the periphery of the nucleus, they are
oriented in the organized manner (i.e., at a certain angle), weaving
into the inner AF lamellae [24]. Ultimately, the ultrastructural
components of NP, AF and cartilaginous endplates form a
connected network of fibers throughout IVD known as
extracellular matrix. There is just a single published in silico study
taking these factors into account [25].

Although in silico methods, in particular FEM, allow modeling
mechanical, biochemical, and mechanobiological IVD properties,
the computational costs of their modeling are directly proportional
to the number of considered factors. The lack of standardized
models that were extensively tested [26] imposes difficulties on
the use of FEM in clinical applications regarding the prediction of
dorsopathy course and preoperative planning, where accuracy and
time may play a key role in the future quality of life or survival of
the patient. The main goal of our study was to investigate an effect
of IVD morphological features on the outcomes of FEM modeling
of axial load in the cervical spine, C3-C5, in the norm, aiming at
standardizing the approach to modeling the intervertebral
symphysis.
Material and Methods
Research design
The stress-strain state analysis of two IVD configurations was
carried out via FEM: 1) Model 1 included AF, NP and cartilaginous
endplates, and was essentially an isotropic linear model of the
material; 2) Model 2 included four AF segments (internal and
external that, in turn, are divided into anterior and posterior), NP,
cartilaginous endplates. AF was described by an anisotropic
hyperelastic HGO model. NP was described by the isotropic
hyperelastic Mooney-Rivlin model. The results of computer
simulations were compared with in vitro experimental data for C3C5 [27]. The central assumption in our study was that the
proposed model adequately predicted the stress values for C3-C5,
provided that the load-displacement curve of this model was
consistent with the curve of in vitro experiments [27].
Data
To model cervical vertebrae, computed tomography (CT) data
of the cervical spine of a 24- year-old man (GE Revolution CT) with
a slice thickness of 1.25 mm were used. Based on these data, a
multiplanar reconstruction was generated in the Inobitek DICOM
Viewer software (professional edition), with routine segmentation
performed for C3-C5 vertebrae in three projections.
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Figure 5. Load-displacement curves.
Orange curve represents in vitro values, gray curve represents isotropic model, blue curve represents anisotropic model.

3D modeling
A three-dimensional model was created from the resulting set
of contours, which was then converted into the STL polygon
model. Reverse engineering of the STL model was carried out using
the SolidWorks software (Dassault Systèmes SE, Vélizy-Vilacuble,
France). Using the ScanTo3D utility, a NURBS model of vertebrae
was generated; IVD and cartilage of facet joints were modeled via
standard SolidWorks tools. The NURBS model was preprocessed
for FEM analysis employing the HyperMesh software (Altair
Engineering Inc, Troy, Michigan, USA). When generating the FEM
mesh, each vertebra was divided into cortical and trabecular
structures (Figure 1).
The resulting FEM models were imported as orphan mesh into
Abaqus CAE software (Simulia, Johnston, Rhode Island, USA) to set
the mechanical properties of materials and set boundary
conditions for biomechanical analysis of the model. Table 1
presents the values of the mechanical characteristics of some
anatomical structures set for all simulated segments.
A constitutive model of intervertebral disc
IVD in Model 1 is described by linear elastic models of
materials presented in Table 2. The geometric configuration of
Model 1 is shown in Figure 2.

A hyperelastic anisotropic HGO model of the material was
used to simulate the anisotropic properties of AF lamellae (Model
2):

, (1)
with
,

(2)

where U is strain energy per unit of reference volume; C10 is
matrix stiffness coefficient; D is matrix compression ratio; k1, k2
are dimensionless coefficients of material properties providing the
nonlinear behavior of collagen fibers; N – number of fiber families
(N≤3); Ī1 is the first invariant of the strain deviator; Jel is the
modulus of volumetric elasticity; Ēα is engineering strain; Ī4(αα) are
pseudoinvariants of the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor and of
unit vectors of the fiber direction (per each family). The model
assumes that the directions of collagen fibers within each family
are dispersed with rotational symmetry relative to a given
coordinate system. The parameter K describes the dispersion
level of fibers, and its values range from 0 (fibers are aligned
without dispersion) to 1/3 (the material becomes isotropic) [22].
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Figure 6. Stress profile sensu von Mises in C3C4 IVD (isotropic model).
AAF is an anterior part of the AF, PAF is the posterior part of the AF. Blue curve depicts IVD given the load of 800N, orange curve describes IVD given the load
of 215N.

Figure 7. Stress profile sensu von Mises in C4C5 IVD (isotropic model)
AAF is an anterior part of the AF, PAF is the posterior part of the AF. Blue curve depicts IVD given the load of 800N, orange curve describes IVD given the load
of 215N.
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Figure 8. Stress diagram sensu von Mises of the studied spine segment, C3-C5 (IVD isotropic model).

Figure 9. The von Mises stress diagram for superior articular surface of the facet joint (1) and contact stress diagram for its inferior articular surface
(isotropic linear model).
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In this paper, a simplified formulation of the HGO model is
applied without taking into account the coefficient D and with one
family of fibers, N:

, (3)
where the left term of the expression describes the mechanical
properties of the annulus fibrosus matrix, and the right term
describes the distribution and mechanical properties of collagen
fibers; the level of fiber dispersion, k=0.113 [28]. Here the left
term of the expression describes the mechanical properties of the
annulus fibrosus matrix, and the right term describes the
distribution and mechanical properties of collagen fibers; the level
of fiber dispersion, k=0.113 [28]. The model coefficients for HGO
model of annulus fibrosus are presented in Table 3.
The nucleus pulposus (Model 2) was modeled as a hyperelastic
isotropic material sensu the Mooney-Rivlin model. In this paper,
the formulation for incompressible material is used:

,

(4)

where C01, C10, D1 are empirically defined constants; Ī1, Ī2 are
the first and the second invariants of the left Cauchy-Green strain
tensor; J is the determinant of the deformation gradient. For
incompressible material, J=1. The model coefficients are
presented in Table 4. The geometric configuration of Model 2 is
shown in Figure 3.

Table 5. Results of the t-test for isotropic model
Descriptive statistics
Shea in vitro [27]
Mean
0.52
Variance
0.07
Observations
12
Pearson correlation
0.96
Hypothetical difference of means
0
df
11
t-statistic
-4.27
P(T≤t) one-sided
0.00065
t critical one-sided
1.79
P(T≤t) two-sided
0.001
t critical two-sided
2.20
Table 6. Results of the t-test for anisotropic model
Descriptive statistics
Shea in vitro [27]
Mean
0.52
Variance
0.07
Observations
12
Pearson correlation
0.99
Hypothetical difference of means
0
df
11
t-statistic
6.02
P(T<=t) one-sided
4.30e-05
t critical one-sided
1.79
P(T<=t) two-sided
8.60e-05
t critical two-sided
2.20

Isotropic model
0.73
0.17
12

Anisotropic model
0.47
0.06
12
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Model assumptions and boundary conditions
The following assumptions were made about all models: the
models do not take into account ligaments, muscles, posture,
interaction with the chest. The material of bones, facet joints,
endplates is solid, isotropic, linear elastic.
Model 2 was rigidly fixed in the area of the inferior surface of
the C5 vertebra body. A concentric force of 800 N was applied to a
point in the center of the C3 vertebra body C3 and acts in the
direction of the axes of vertebral bodies. This point was
kinematically connected to the superior surface of the body of the
C3 vertebra. Rigid contact interactions of vertebrae with
intervertebral discs were created. The facet joints were linked by a
surface-to-surface connection. The properties of the contact
interactions of the facet joint were provided by tangential
interaction (coefficient of friction = 0.05), along with a normal
interaction (soft contact with an exponential increase in pressure
between the facets when approaching each other; the value of
clearance C=0.2 mm, pressure P=120 MPa). The translamellar
cross-bridges were considered in the model by placing a rigid
contact between the AF segments; the initial pressure in the
nucleus pulposus was 0.19 MPa [4]. The orientation of the collagen
fibers was identified for each AF segment sensu [15] in a cylindrical
coordinate system (Figure 4). Local reference systems were placed
in the geometric centers of the IVD.
For the Model 1, same load conditions and contact interactions
were set, but without taking into account the collagen fibers of AF
lamellae.
Statistical analyses
Statistical data processing and tabulation were performed
using Microsoft Excel 2020 for Windows. The correlation analysis
of the presented models with experimental data was carried out.
To identify the degree of difference between the obtained data
sensu experimental and mathematical models, we conducted a
comparative analysis via paired samples t-test. The values of
parameters with p<0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Results
Load-displacement curves were obtained for two models
(Figure 5). Displacement values were measured in the geometric
center of the C4 vertebra. Maximum displacement value for the
isotropic model was 1.15 mm, whereas mean was 0.73±0.45 mm.
For anisotropic model, maximum and mean displacement values
were 0.86 mm and 0.47±0.24 mm, respectively.
We employed paired samples t-test of means for the obtained
data. The values are presented in Tables 5 (isotropic model) and 6
(anisotropic model).
The stress profile obtained for two IVDs in the isotropic model
was measured in the median plane of the IVD and then
normalized. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate von Mises stress profiles. For
the C3C4 IVD, tension peaks occurred on the AF anterior part
during the entire load cycle. Hence, with a concentric force of 215
N, the maximum tension value in the C3C4 IVD was estimated at
1.26 MPa, and 4.64 MPa with a concentric force of 800 N. The
tensions in the C4C5 IVD were concentrated as a mirror reflection,
in the back of the disc. The maximum tension value at 215 N was
1.23 MPa, while at 800 N, it was 4.95 MPa.
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Figure 10. Stress profile sensu von Mises in C3C4 IVD (anisotropic model).
AAF is an anterior part of the AF, PAF is the posterior part of the AF.

Figure 11. Stress profile sensu von Mises in C4C5 IVD (anisotropic model).
AAF is an anterior part of the AF, PAF is the posterior part of the AF.
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Stress plots for the C3-C5 segment with an isotropic IVD model
are shown in Figure 8. The maximum value of the von Mises stress
was concentrated at the boundary of the C4 vertebra body and
C3C4 IVD AF (7.923 MPa).
The von Mises stress diagrams and contact stress diagrams
were constructed for facet joints (Figure 9).
The anisotropic model stress profile was measured in the
median planes of the IVD and then normalized. Stress peaks during
the entire stress cycle occurred at the boundaries of the external
and internal anterior AF. The maximum value for C3C4 IVD was
5.75 MPa (Figure 10); and for C4C5 IVD, it was 3.43 MPa (Figure
11). The minimum was concentrated in the NP in two discs.
Discussion
We carried out the stress-strain state analysis of two IVD
configurations via FEM. Model 1 included AF, NP, cartilaginous
endplates, and was described by an isotropic linear model of the
material. Model 2 encompassed four AF segments (internal and
external, which in turn were divided into anterior and posterior),
NP, cartilaginous endplates. AF was described by an anisotropic
hyperelastic HGO model. NP was described by the isotropic
hyperelastic Mooney-Rivlin model. The results of computer
simulations were compared with in vitro experimental data for C3C5 segments [27].
Predicted displacements for both models correlated well with
experimental data [27]. However, stress profiles in the segment
with an isotropic IVD model were fundamentally different from
the segment with an anisotropic model. The load in the isotropic
C3C4 IVD was concentrated in the anterior part of the AF, whereas
in C4C5 IVD it displaced to the posterior part of the AF. Such mirror
distribution of the load could be related to the IVD material model.
Regarding the stress profile of the anisotropic model, it could be
seen that the axial load in the AF decreased posteriorly, where the
orientation of the collagen fibers had maximum value relative to
the horizontal plane. Such morphological organization could be
necessary for better control of the axial load in the posterior part
of the IVD, but was making the posterior AF part more sensitive to
tangential loads originating from the NP. In displacement diagrams
for the anisotropic model, global displacement maxima were
observed in the posterior wall of the C3C4 IVD. The values of S22
in this disc were maximum in the posterior part of the AF.
The linear behavior of the isotropic model could be seen on
the load-displacement curve. Despite this, there was a nonlinearity
in the curve associated with setting boundary conditions for facet
joints. The pressure between the articular plates was increasing
exponentially when the clearance value of 0.2 mm was achieved.
The nature of this nonlinearity enabled us to assume that poor
prediction of the components of displacements on the in vitro
curve [27] was associated with the mechanical properties of facet
joints.
The anisotropic HGO model allowed simulating various
configurations of the IVD extracellular matrix. The degree of
degeneration could be expressed by means of the dispersion level
of the fibers, K: the greater was the dispersion value, the higher
was the degree of degeneration. However, for predictive models,
the geometry of the patient musculoskeletal system remained an
important factor [8]. Despite these findings, we postulate that
anisotropic IVD models with the proposed geometric configuration
describes the biomechanics of C3-C5 cervical spine segment in the
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norm quite well. This configuration made it possible to take into
account the nonlinearity and local anisotropy of AF at a relatively
low computational effort. The calculation of the model on a
workstation with a 10-core processor (Intel Core i9 10900KF) took
6,220.8 seconds of CPU time, when the calculation of the isotropic
model took 9,838 seconds of CPU time.
Conclusion
The proposed geometric and constitutive configurations of the
IVD take into account specific morphological features at low
computational costs, thereby facilitating the modeling of
degenerative disc changes. The proposed approach expands
prospects for analyzing the pathogenesis of dorsopathies,
preoperative planning of surgical interventions on IVD, along with
the development of therapeutic and preventive measures for
patients with such pathology.
Limitations
A significant limitation of the model is its inability of modeling
IVD with hernia and protrusion without routine preparation of the
model geometry. The model requires extended validation in terms
of torsion, flexion and extension.
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